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Purpose of this project

Fostering social acceptance is necessary for the smooth 
implementation of automated vehicles and vehicles with driver 
assistance system in society

In this project, we use a traffic flow simulation to estimate the 
effect of traffic accident reduction according to the prevalence of 
automated vehicles and vehicles with driver assistance system. 

【 Purpose of this project 】

【 Government policy 】
・ To put vehicles with Level 2 driver assistance system into practical use on ordinary roads 

(in 2020)

・ To put Level 3 automated vehicles into practical use on highways (in 2020)

・ To put Level 4 automated vehicles into practical use on highways (around 2025)  etc.

【 Society's expectations 】
Expectations are rising for the practical application and spread of automated driving 

technology and driving assistance technology.
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Overview of the entire simulation
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Positioning of the simulation

＜ Evolution of driver assistance systems ＞

year

Accident reduction effect?

To automatic driving systems

Advanced Emergency Braking System

Lane Departure Prevention

Existing Simulation SIP Development Simulation

Traffic accident scene reproduction Multi-agent traffic environment reproduction

For product Development: Competitive area

(sensor specifications and control logic)

For policy making : cooperative area

⇒ Strategies for the popularization of automated driving

Micro Simulation

(Reproduce a limited place and time)

Macro Simulation

(Assume all areas and times)

Traffic participants act according to the 

predetermined scenario

1) Multi-agent 

Each traffic participant behaves independently and

influences each other

2) Error behaviors such as looking aside are also

implemented. (Causes of accidents)
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Project summary

SIP Phase 1 （2015～2018） SIP Phase 2（2019～2020）
“Development and substantiation of simulation 

technology for estimation of detailed traffic 

accident reduction effects”

“Visualizing the Effects of

Traffic Accident Reduction “

・Establish simulation technology

・Develop behavioral models for traffic participants

・Validation of the simulation technology

(Preconditions are tentatively defined)

①Enhance the accuracy of the behavioral models

Expand the pedestrian behavior model and establish a new bicycle behavior model

②Establish preconditions

A. Set dissemination scenarios (＊)

B. Set signal indication and traffic regulation information 

C. Pedestrian and bicycle models and traffic settings

D. Set speed information

(＊)From the “Study of the Impact of 

Automated Driving on Reducing Traffic  

Accidents and on Others”

①Enhance the accuracy of the behavioral models

②Establish preconditions

Improvement of simulation accuracy
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３．Setting of Assumptions ０．Determine the car model to be simulated.

Organize the following data and determine the car models to be simulated in as 
much detail as possible so that highly accurate reduction effects can be estimated.

①ITARDA
Accident data

②Dissemination scenario
(Impact study)

③National Road and
Street Traffic 

Information Survey
(MLIT)

car model Usage GVW

small car
busOrdinary 

car
light 
vehicle passen

ger 
vehicle

small car

Ordinary 
car
light 
vehicle

cargosmall car
3.5t or less

Over 3.5t

Ordinary 
car

3.5t or less

Over 3.5t

Special Vehicles
3.5t or less

Over 3.5t

Large Special Vehicles

motorbike

bicycle

car model Usage contents

small car
bus 2numberOrdinary 

car
light 
vehicle passen

ger 
vehicle

50～59 500～599

small car 5number

Ordinary 
car

3number

light 
vehicle

cargo

40～49 400～499

small car 4number

Ordinary 
car

1number

Special Vehicles 8number

motorbike

bicycle

car model Usage GVW

small car
busOrdinary 

car
light 
vehicle passen

ger 
vehicle

small car

Ordinary 
car
light 
vehicle

cargosmall car
3.5t or less

Over 3.5t

Ordinary 
car

3.5t or less

Over 3.5t

■Setting up a car model

※However, there is no 
scenario for the spread of 
special-purpose vehicles 
and motorcycles.

car 
model

Usage contents

bus 2number

light vehicle 50～59 500～599

Ordinary car 3,5number

light 
vehicle

cargo

40～49 400～499

small car 4number

Ordinary 
car

1number

Special 
Vehicles

8number

freight and 
passenger car
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Converted the mileage of the "Impact Study" into the penetration rate of the simulation.

Category to SAE level

Converting mileage 
to penetration rate

0.00%

20.00%

40.00%

60.00%

80.00%

100.00%

120.00%

2015年 2020年 2025年 2030年 2035年 2040年 2045年 2050年

乗用軽自動車普及率

Level0 Level1 Level2 Level3 Level4 Level5

Dissemination rate image for each year

Note: In the dissemination scenario provided this time, the dissemination rate of SAE level 5 is assumed to be 0 [%] until FY2050 because it is 
difficult to predict at this time.

A. Set dissemination scenarios 
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①Signal indication information 
(include pedestrian signals)

Example of Tokorozawa City, 

Saitama Prefecture

(〇 : setting points)

B. Set signal indication and traffic regulation information (1/2)

In order to perform more accurate simulations, the following information is set on the map data for the 
area to be simulated①signal indication information and ②traffic regulation information in the area to be 

simulated are set in the map data.

② traffic regulation information 

Map data@Google

Map data@Google
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Traffic participants SIP Phase 1 SIP Phase 2 (this project)

Pedestrian
Single road 

crossing only

Single road crossing

＋
Crossing signal intersection (only second party) 

Bicycle -
Head-on, Left turn involved, 

and right straight accidents(only second party) 

C. Pedestrian and bicycle models and traffic settings

【 Types of accidents reproduced in the simulation of this project 】

crosswalk Set the signal for pedestrian at 

the intersection

Set pedestrian/bicycle path 

at the intersection

Pedestrian / bicycle 

appearance position

Pedestrian/bicycle pass

Expand the types of pedestrian accidents and establish a new bicycle 

behavior model to reproduce major bicycle accidents

Conducted on-site traffic 
volume surveys mainly at 
accident-prone points in 
each model area, and set 

pedestrian and bicycle 
traffic volumes on maps.
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D. Set speed information

Set the regulatory speed (designated speed or legal speed) 

and actual speed on the map data

Designated speed and legal speed are set based on the actual designated speed and legal speed in each model area.

The actual speed was set with reference to the "Research and Study Report on the Determination of Regulatory Speeds in Fiscal 2008".

Setting interval of speed information
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Simulation results
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(1) Reproduction of realistic traffic flow
Confirmation of reproducibility of traffic flow in each model city calculated in E.

(2) Realistic reproduction of the accident situation
Reproduction of the accident occurrence situation in each model city obtained in F.

(3) Calculating the number of accidents caused by automated driving (driver 
assistance) systems
Using the simulation environment described in (1) and (2) above, calculate the number 
of accidents that occur in each model city according to the diffusion rate of automated 
driving (driver assistance) systems calculated in G.

(4) Estimation of accident occurrence in the model area
Estimates of accident occurrence in each model region, assuming that the accident 
reduction factors obtained for the model cities are applicable to all model regions.

(5) Estimate the number of accidents nationwide by summing the number of accidents 
in the model regions

4. Setting up the conditions for running the simulation

Set the simulation execution conditions E. to G. 
for simulation execution.
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(1) Reproduction of realistic traffic flow
Confirmation of reproducibility of traffic flow in each model city calculated in E.

(2) Realistic reproduction of the accident situation
Reproduction of the accident occurrence situation in each model city obtained in F.

(3) Calculating the number of accidents caused by automated driving (driver 
assistance) systems
Using the simulation environment described in (1) and (2) above, calculate the number 
of accidents that occur in each model city according to the diffusion rate of automated 
driving (driver assistance) systems calculated in G.

(4) Estimation of accident occurrence in the model area
Estimates of accident occurrence in each model region, assuming that the accident 
reduction factors obtained for the model cities are applicable to all model regions.

(5) Estimate the number of accidents nationwide by summing the number of accidents 
in the model regions

5.Confirmation of simulation results
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①Reproduction of realistic traffic flow

Confirmed that the simulation reproduced the traffic flow that reflected the characteristics of the 1-

hour daytime traffic volume at major points within the simulation area (error less than 10 [%]).

Source: Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism: National Survey on Road and Street Traffic Conditions_General Traffic Volume Survey

Confirmation of reproducibility of traffic flow in each model city calculated in E.

【 (Large city)： Tokorozawa City 】 Traffic volume at observation point

Traffic volume by vehicle category at 
observation point ①

Map data@Google
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追突

正面衝突

出会い頭

車線逸脱

歩行者事故

Simulation results (accident location)

Source]Saitama Prefectural Police: 
Incident Occurrence Map

Confirmation of validity by comparing the simulation results with accident locations 
indicated by traffic accident statistics (2015-2017)

②Realistic reproduction of the accident situation

【 (Large city)： Tokorozawa City 】

Traffic accident statistics (accident locations)

Note: The simulation reproduces on a map the main trunk lines, branch lines, 
and daily roads around the station.

Map data@Google
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Simulations were run for each model region, and the effects of reducing traffic 
accidents were estimated for each.

Local City：Joso City
(Ibaraki Prefecture)

Large city: Tokorozawa City
(Saitama Prefecture)

Depopulated area: Yamanouchi Town
(Nagano Prefecture)

【 Accident reduction effect 】 【 Accident reduction effect 】【 Accident reduction effect 】

③Calculating the number of accidents caused by automated driving 
(driver assistance) systems
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④Estimation of accident occurrence in the model area

(1) Accident reduction coefficients were calculated from 
the simulation results by diffusion scenario and accident 
type for each model region. 
(2) The calculated accident reduction coefficients were 
used to estimate the effect of reducing the number of 
accidents. 

Large city: Tokorozawa City Local City：Joso City

Depopulated area: Yamanouchi Town
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Based on the reduction effect in each model region, the effect of reducing traffic accidents on a 
national scale was estimated based on national traffic accident statistics data.

【 Scenario of automated driving diffusion (national average) 】 【 Effectiveness in reducing accidents on a nationwide scale 】

The reduction effect of the spread of the system can be confirmed. The reduction effect is small for pedestrian 
crossing and collision accidents. This is thought to be due to the fact that the penetration rate of Level 3 and 
above is low, and that the automated driving system model implemented in this study assumes only autonomous 
sensors and cannot respond to sudden jumps out of sight.

⑤Estimate the number of accidents nationwide by summing the number of accidents 
in the model regions
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